UGP 2 SM
ORIFICE CONVERSION KIT
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PIEZO IGNITION
MODELS


Models (SM) U.S.A and Canada

WARNING: Installation of all gas components must
be done by a licensed gas technician. Improper
installation, adjustment, alteration, service or
maintenance can cause injury or property damage.
Refer to this manual. For assistance or additional
information consult a qualified installer, service agency
or the gas supplier.

!SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

FOR YOUR SAFETY IF YOU SMELL GAS
Open windows.
Do not touch electrical switches.
Extinguish any open flame.
Immediately turn off gas supply and call your gas supplier.

FOR YOUR SAFETY
Do not store or use gasoline or other flammable and liquids in the
vicinity of this or any other appliance.

The installation of the appliance must conform with local codes ANSI
Z21.74 1992, in the absence of local national Fuel Gas Code, ANSI Z233.1
and in Canada B149.2 Propane Storage and Handling Code.

UNIQUE UGP2 Orifice Change
Kit Part # UGP‐DL23V3Conkit
This kit contains all the parts necessary to change out the older style bullet orifice to the new ruby style.
In many cases this will actually improve your refrigerator’s performance. We have provided the complete
burner assembly due to changes required to mount the new orifice.

Tools required
1. Remove the cover, exposing the burner
assembly by unscrewing the phillips screw.



Shut off the gas supply at the gas line.



Unhook freezer from the gas line and cap
the line for safety reasons.



Pull the freezer away from the wall and
gently lay the freezer down on its face using
a thick blanket or a piece of foam to reduce
scratches.



With the freezer lying on its face, walk
around to where the bottom of the freezer is
and look towards the right side for a small
silver box known as the “burner box
cover”.

2. Pull cover to the right and outward to
remove. Be aware that there are lips at the
back of the cover that hold it in place which
may make it a bit difficult to remove.
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4. Use a phillips screwdriver to release burner
from burner bracket.
Remove screw

3. Use phillips screwdriver to remove
electrode. This electrode will be replaced
with the new one provided.

5. Using the 11mm wrench, unscrew the
thermocouple nut.

Remove screw

Electrode removed

6. Leave the back nut in place, this will set it
up for the correct positioning above the new
burner assembly.
Leave nut in place
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7. Using two adjustable wrenches, un-screw
the gas line attached to the check point
connector.

Removing bracket
from mount

Burner removed and
screw with securing nut
Gas line removed

8. Remove existing bracket assembly by
unscrewing the burner bracket mounting
screw with your phillips screwdriver. Make
sure to retain the nut attached to the screw
for use when mounting the new kit.

9. New burner bracket assembly with new
burner cover. The old burner cover will not
quite fit new burner assembly.
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10. Remove burner from new bracket using a
phillips screwdriver so you can prepare to
mount thermocouple on the burner.

12. Tighten screw with 11 wrench while
retaining alignment to third burner slot.

11. With burner removed, slide thermocouple
through burner mounting hole. The tip of the
thermocouple must line up approximately
three burner slots in.

13. Prepare to mount new burner back into new
bracket before fastening to mount.

Ensure tip lines up with
third slot on burner
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Tighten philips screw
in place

15. Mount new electrode provided onto burner
bracket as existing electrode will not line up
correctly when mounted.

Old Position

14. Mount new bracket to mount using screw
and retaining nut.

New Position

Electrode mounted

16. Take your gas line and fasten it to the check
point body and using two adjustable
wrenches. Tighten in place.
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17. You will now need to remove the backing
on the appliance to get at the opposite end of
the electrode. Your existing electrode will
still be attached to the piezo button.

Other end of electrode located here

18. Remove old electrode wire from back end of
piezo.
Pull to the right
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22. Once cover is back on tighten phillips screw
in place

19. Pull old electrode wire though retaining clip
located at the base of the appliance.
23. Start-up appliance and leak/soap test gas
connection before using continually.

20. Feed new electrode wire through clip and
attach it to where you just removed the old
one from.
21. Before replacing new burner cover on new
burner bracket ensure that the sparking
mechanism works. Depress the piezo button
and ensure there is a spark over the burner.

Make sure you leak test
your gas connection.

24. Conversion is complete.

Make sure spark is
big and blue
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